
 
 
 
  Adding Data protection and 

performance to your Storage Devices.
Do you crave for faster load and save times on your current 
Desktop, Notebook or Server System? Are you also looking for 
added piece of mind with automatic data mirroring for your 
precious data? 
 
The new USB-HD3.5S-3.0-2H fits the bill on both counts. With integral 
RAID 0 (Disk Striping) for improved Read/Write times of up to 30%* when 
compared with a single Hard Disk setup, and RAID 1 (Disk Mirroring) 
allow data to be automatically, on the fly, duplicated on an installed 
second Hard Disk, the USB-HD3.5S-3.0-2H fits now offers business and 
workstation class performance never seen at this low cost before. 
 
Taking advantage of the extra speed of RAID 0, the USB-HD3.5S-3.0-2H 
fits comes complete with a SuperSpeed USB3.0 interface allowing up to 
5Gbps* transfer rates. Of course complete backward USB2.0 compliance 
is assured so that you can move over to USB3.0 computers when your 
budgets allow. 
 
Its child’s to install the Hard Disks too. Simply install two of your existing 
3.5” SATA interface Hard Disks (up to 2TB capacity each) into each Drive 
bay, use them as separate Drives, or, if similar capacities use them for 
RAID functionality for your Windows™ and MAC OS X™ systems. 
 
Stylish in design with a robust aluminium finish the USB-HD3.5S-3.0-2H 
fits comes complete with a low noise  dual Fans for keeping the Drives at 
optimum temperature, status LEDs for visual operation and a low power 
consumption power supply to keep operating costs down. 

For the complete range visit www.DYNAMODE.com 

USB-HD3.5S-3.0-2H
USB3.0 Dual RAID 0 & 1-External Storage Bay 

Advanced features… 
 
2-Bay 3.5” SATA Hard Disk external Drive Enclosure 
 
RAID 0 (Disk Stripping) and RAID 1 (Disk Mirroring) 
 
Up to 30% reduction in Read/Write times in RAID 0* 
 
Automatic Data duplication in RAID 1 
 
Supports up to 2TB Hard Disk in each Drive Bay 
 
Ideal for Disk intensive such as Imaging, Video, Database, Gaming 
 
Reduced Read/Write times in PhotoShop™ and Video Editing etc 
 
Ideal as a Desktop or Server Solution for ‘on the fly’ Data Duplication 
 
Built-in SuperSpeed USB3.0 interface for up to 5Gbps transfers 
 
Backward USB2.0 interface for 480Mbps transfers 
 
Plug n’ Play™ with popular Operating Systems, WindowsXP/Vista/7™ 
 
Plug n Play™ with MAC OS X™ or above 
 
Stylish, desktop design with aluminium brushed finish with integral cooling** 
 
Supplied with all necessary connectivity cables 

*on average read/write times when compared to a 
single SATA Hard Disk. Timings are approximate.
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Just connect your own Hard Disks! 
Plug in two 3.5” SATA Hard Disks 

for performance and security 

** Colour of Enclosure may vary from shown 


